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Abstract— In this paper, we focus on the problem of directing
the gaze of a vision system mounted to the body of a highdegree-of-freedom (DOF) legged robot for active perception
deployments. In particular, we consider the case where the
vision system is rigidly attached to the robot’s body (i.e., without
any additional DOF between the vision system and robot body)
and show how the supernumerary DOFs of the robot can be
leveraged to allow independent locomotion and gaze control.
Specifically, we augment a workspace central pattern generator
(CPG) with omnidirectional capabilities by coupling it with
a body pose control mechanism. We leverage the smoothing
nature of the CPG framework to allow online adaptation of
relevant locomotion parameters, and obtain a stable mid-level
controller that translates desired gaze orientation and body
velocity directly into joint angles. We validate our approach
on an 18-DOF hexapod robot, in a series of indoor and
outdoor trials, where the robot inspects an environmental
feature or follows a pre-planned path relative to a visuallytracked landmark, demonstrating simultaneous locomotion and
directed vision.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Active perception for locomoting systems considers the
simultaneous problem of robot locomotion and gaze control, usually during autonomous deployments of mobile
robots [1], [2]. In this paper, we focus on high-DOF legged
robots since they are a versatile platform suitable for traversing unstructured terrains [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. We consider
the case where a vision system is rigidly mounted to the
body of a robot (as pictured in Fig. 1), meaning that the
direction of the camera’s view is fixed to the body’s orientation. Our approach leverages a robot’s locomotive DOFs to
simultaneously transport the robot through its environment
and fixate a vision system onto a feature of interest (e.g.,
for landmark-based localization, mapping, and inspection [8],
[9], [10]). We propose a mid-level control mechanism that
translates high-level locomotive and gaze commands into
robot limb joint angles. The first component of our controller
is a workspace CPG [11], [12], [13], [14] that generates
foot trajectories for omnidirectional locomotion based on
the robot’s locomotive goals. The second component of our
controller is an SE(3) body pose control mechanism that
positions these foot trajectories relative to the robot’s body
for simultaneously locomotion and body pose control.
CPGs [3], [15], [16], [17], [18] can either be defined in
the joint space of the robot (i.e., with outputs directly serving
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Fig. 1: Hexapod robot adapting its body pose to direct the gaze
of a vision system upward. The vision system is rigidly attached to
robot’s body (i.e., with no additional articulation).

as joint angles, similar to their biological inspiration) or in
the workspace (i.e., with outputs describing the position of
the robot’s feet). Recent works have explored both joint
space [19] and workspace [11], [12] CPG-based omnidirectional motion. However, these works assumed planar
environments and did not control body pose online for stable
locomotion. Workspace CPG approaches presented in other
works [13], [14] explored body control via pitch only for
stable forward locomotion on inclined slopes.
In this work, we propose a mechanism that controls the full
body pose of a legged robot online in parallel to omnidirectional locomotion, in order to direct the gaze of the onboard
vision system. Specifically, rotation provided by the pose
control mechanism (PCM) directs the gaze of the camera,
whereas the translation positions the body’s center of mass to
stabilize locomotion (e.g., on steep or unstructured terrain).
We validate our method experimentally in a number of
indoor and outdoor scenarios that demonstrate the locomotive
controller’s ability to concurrently produce omnidirectional
locomotion and stable, directed vision, both on flat and
inclined ground. Specifically, in these experiments, the robot
locomotes on a path defined relative to a feature of interest
while continually directing its gaze toward the feature.
This paper is structured as follows: Section II details
the problem considered and introduces key notations. Sections III and IV present our controller’s two modules: a
PCM for directed vision and workspace CPG for locomotion.
Section V experimentally validates our controller. Finally,
Section VI summarizes our approach and presents directions
for future works.

